Abstract
An important function of the brain is to adapt behavior by selecting between different predictions of sequences of stimuli likely to occur in the environment. The present research studied the branching behavior of a computational network model of populations of excitatory and inhibitory neurons,
both analytically and through simulations. Results show how synaptic efficacy, retroactive inhibition and short-term synaptic depression determine
the dynamics of choices between different predictions of sequences having
different probabilities. Further results show that changes in the probability of the different predictions depend on variations of neuronal gain. Such
variations allow the network to optimize the probability of its predictions to
changing probabilities of the sequences without changing synaptic efficacy.
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1
1.1

Introduction
Prediction of sequences

An important function of the brain is to adapt behavior to a world whose
structure changes over space and time. A way to adapt to the sequences of
stimuli that occur in the environment is to use stored knowledge to predict
which stimuli are likely to occur Bastos2020 given that prediction improves
stimulus perception and visuomotor integration [HG12, BSM+ 16, KW04].
Neurophysiological studies on behaving nonhuman primates have shown that
neurons coding for a stimulus that is expected given a preceding one are activated before the stimulus onset [Miy88, Mil99, ED99]. Neurons recordings
have shown that neurons activated by the first stimulus remain in retrospective activity after its offset [Miy88, MC88, FA71]. In the mean time, neurons
that code for the expected second stimulus exhibit an elevated firing rate
before the onset of the second stimulus and respond strongly to it [Miy88,
MC88, NYM01, YNM03, ED99, RRM99]. Such prospective activity reveals
associative priming that allows prediction of a stimulus given the preceding sequence [WAM01, WM03, BKW+ 03, MWM06] (see [BSM+ 16]), as a
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function of the learned association between the stimuli [GCD+ 94, MSZA01,
SM91, WYF+ 03, IQF15]. The benefits of successful predictions are shorter
processing times and decreased error rates, reported in both nonhuman primates [ED99] and in humans [ALA+ 19, LVd00, HHNT14, Nee91]. Predictions are also reported to modify the EEG, fMRI and MEG signals in humans
[DUK05, KDS11, WFN+ 15, DMZ+ 15].
Biologically inspired models of the cerebral cortex have proposed synaptic efficacy between populations of neurons as a critical parameter that allows the retrospective activity of neurons coding for a first stimulus to trigger prospective activity of neurons coding for the predicted stimulus [LD02,
Lav04, MAB03, BL09]. Previous work has identified conditions on the connectivity matrix for a neural network to generate sequences of several items
predicted in memory [ACKL17, CM20]. This research studied sequence generation in which the network faced two-ways choices to select one or the
other direction along a single sequence. However, complex environments
confront the brain with prediction among multiple sequences and with decision making regarding which sequence to predict. These complex processes
raise the question of the necessary and sufficient conditions for the network
to make crucial types of three-ways or more choices. The present research
was therefore interested in understanding how neural, synaptic and network
properties determine the dynamics of N-ways choices in a computational network model of populations of excitatory and inhibitory neurons.

1.2

Probabilistic prediction

Different environments can have variable levels of predictability depending
on the probabilities of the sequences of stimuli. On the one hand, an environment made of always the same sequences of events would be fully
predictable and learning would not need memory updating. On the other
hand, an environment made of always different sequences would not be predictable at all and random memory updating could not allow the adaptation of
behavior. In between these subcritical and supercritical environments, critical environments are made up of sequences of various levels of probability [Chi10, BP95, BC01]. In such complex environments, in a given context events can happen with their own probability, hence raising a N-ways
decision problem of which one to predict. For example, a leopard (system) hunting prey (context) may expect to eat quietly (first possibility) or
be disturbed by scavengers (second possibility). Priming studies in humans
[LML21] and nonhuman primates [MFR16] indicate that the brain activates
items in memory as a function of previous learning of their transitional probability given by correlation of the stimuli in the learned sequences. In turn,
the magnitude of the activation of the predicted items increases with the
learned correlation [VP14, LVP14, LDC+ 12, LCDV13]. The relationship
between prediction and learning is studied by biologically inspired models
of the cerebral cortex, which show that the more probable a sequence during
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learning, the more potentiated the synapses between the populations of neurons coding for the items and the stronger the activation during prediction
[MAB03, BL09, LDC+ 12, LCDV13, LAD14, Wan02].
To investigate the behavior of a neural network able to select between
different sequences to predict, the present study considered the dynamic
changes of network states in its state space. A state of the network is characterized by the level of activity of its neurons: a fraction of them show a
high level of activity while the others stay at rest. The state space describes
how all possible states of the network are connected together and can follow each others when the network changes state. The reciprocal dynamic
activation or inhibition between populations of neurons coding for items in
memory are generally assumed to subtend fundamental cognitive processes
such as working memory, associative priming and pathological behaviors
[BW01, LDD11, MAB03, ACKL17, LD08, RLDW08]. Within this framework, memorized item are encoded by states of the network in which only
a fraction of the populations of neurons is activated. Modeling approaches
indicates that the connectivity matrix between the populations of neurons determines both the content of stable states, in terms of which populations are
active or inactive for this state and the possibility of transition between states,
or priming, in terms of which populations will change their level of activation
[ABT94, AB97, Bru96, CM20, Hop82] (Fig. 1a).
Within this framework, cognitive processes are described as sequences of
network states within the state space. Complex network behavior triggered
by a stimulus would then require that some populations of neurons become
activated/inhibited in sequences that can be long and complex. As a consequence the network should be able to navigate within its state space by
taking paths at different elementary types of states ranging from 1-way states
(at the end of a branch) to N-ways branching states (connected to N different
states, see Fig. 1b). By navigating in the state space, the network in a given
branching state can either remain stable or change to one of the connected
states. The ‘choice’ depends on which populations are activated or inactivated, which depends in turn on synaptic efficacy between these populations.
A simple process of state change corresponds to priming and prediction in
terms of the activation of a sequence of states before the sequence of stimuli.
Recent studies have investigated how priming from close to close between
associated neurons populations generates sequences of learned states along a
simple chain of connected states [KEAC+ 20].

1.3

Prediction changes

The mechanisms of activation of sequences of states make possible predictions adapted to the variable level of probability of the stimuli that could
occur following a given context. For example, the leopard could make predictions as a function of the relative likelihood of eating quietly or being
disturbed. However, organisms usually alternate between multiple local en-
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Figure 1: a A state of the network (black circle) corresponds to the activation (filled
circles) or inhibition (empty circles) of populations of excitatory (blue) neurons and
of inhibitory (red) neurons. b Example of a network of states ξ N in the state space
made of of 1-way (ξ1 ), 2-ways (ξ2 ), 3-ways (ξ3 ) and 4-ways (ξ4 ) branching states.
vironments between which the probabilities of the sequences of events are
different. For example, despite a higher average probability of eating quietly,
the probability of being disturbed can transiently become higher. The flexible
adaptation of behavior to those alternations therefore requires rapid adaption
of predictions to the current environment without forgetting knowledge on
the preceding one. This points to the question of changing predictions without changing knowledge on the sequences embedded within the connectivity
matrix.
A recent computational model by [KEAC+ 20] has presented a network
that could either reproduce regularly the same sequence of states in the forward direction or generate different sequences by alternating irregularly forward and backward steps. This was realized for a fixed learned connectivity
matrix thanks to variations in neuronal gain, along with short-term synaptic depression and neuronal noise. Such mechanism could be involved in
switching the brain behavior between either repeating reliable sequences
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[VCSJK15, CC01, BM05, ED12, XJP12] or creating new sequences [BAHS08,
CGS+ 09, Gui50, ABOY12, FB12, GYdSL+ 13]. The ability of organisms to
reproduce previous actions or to explore new actions is thought to rely on the
neuromodulation of the gain of cortical neurons [AC05, Kri08]. For example, dopaminergic neuromodulation of the prefrontal cortex [LKD+ 07] has
been proposed to modify the choice for new actions [RG06]. Further, modulation of the neuronal gain is reported to impact network dynamics such as
in working memory [BW01], episodic memory [LR14] and more generally
the functioning of brain networks [RLDW08]. More specifically in the case
of associative priming [LD08] have reported that the difference of activation
of strong and weak associates to a cue was varied by changing neuronal gain.
This later model points to the role of neuronal gain in the selection of sequences of variable probability, but it did not allow for the activation of long
sequences.

1.4

Objectives of the study

The present research analyzed the behavior of neural networks of excitatory
and inhibitory populations of neurons in the selection of branches in N-ways
choices between learned states. This is a development from [KEAC+ 20]
where sequential activation of states (2-ways choices) was analyzed. This
behavior was referred to as latching dynamics in previous studies [Tre05,
RNTK08, LBS12]. The novelty of our approach was that we were able
to perform a rigorous mathematical analysis of the dynamics by considering the “jumps” from one state to the next as a dynamic bifurcation in a
two-time-scale system of differential equations, in which the fast time scale
corresponded to neurons spike rate and the slow time scale corresponded
to synaptic short term depression (STD, [TM97, VSG+ 97]). Our model is
defined in Section 2. More details about the mechanism of occurrence and
conditions of latching dynamics are given in the appendix. Simulations on
two examples of neural networks with 3-ways and 4-ways branchings have
tested the effects of biologically plausible synaptic and neural parameters synaptic connectivity, feedback inhibition and neuronal gain - on the dynamics. We further investigated the effect of neuronal gain on the ability of the
network to switch behavior between predicting the most probable sequence
according to previous learning and predicting a less probable state to quickly
adapt to changes in the environment. These numerical results are exposed in
Section 3.

2

The model

The model presented here investigates N-ways branching behavior in a model
of excitatory and inhibitory populations of neurons. Our approach regarding
2-ways branchings was first exposed in [ACKL17] and further developed
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in [KEAC+ 20]. It is related to the model of semantic priming leading to
latching dynamics developed by Lerner, Bentin and Shriki [LBS12].

2.1

The basic equations

The model consists in a network of N “units” which are characterized by an
activity variable xi ∈ [0, 1], i = 1, . . . , N . Units should be thought of as
populations of highly interconnected neurons and xi is the averaged and normalized output pulse rate of unit i. The transfer function from the averaged
membrane potential ui to xi is modeled by the logistic map x = S(u) =
(1 + e−γu )−1 . The coefficient γ is the gain of the units. The connection
from unit j to unit i is characterized by a coefficient Jij that corresponds to
the learned synaptic efficacy [Heb49, BL73, BC93, KB94]. Such strength
of the connection between populations is reported as an essential parameter
to code the relation between stimuli in memory [YFEE98, Wei98]. We take
into account that When a neuron j is active, the neurotransmitter release at
the synapses of this neuron “saturates”, so that the strength Jij diminishes via
STD proportionally to the neurons firing rate [TM97, VSG+ 97]. Synaptic efmax
ficacy recovers when the neuron becomes inactive. We write Jij = Jij
sj
max
max
where Jij are the coefficients of the connectivity matrix J
resulting
from a Hebbian learning process and sj vary according to the rule established by [TM97], which we write
τr s˙i = 1 − si − ρsi xi

(1)

where τr is the time constant of the synapse’s recovery and ρ = τr U , U
being the fraction of used synaptic resources. For an active unit with initially
maximal synaptic strength si = 1, si decays towards the value S = (1 +
ρ)−1 .
Following [LBS12], we now write the equation for ui (with slightly
different notations) by using Amari’s formulation for the averaged membrane potential [Ama72], which is known to be mathematically equivalent to
Wilson-Cowan formulation [WC12] for the averaged firing rate (see [MF12]):
u̇i = −ui +

N
X

max
Ji,j
s j xj − λ

j=1

N
X

xj − I + η

(2)

j=1

where I is a constant non-selective inhibition on all populations of excitatory neurons due to spontaneous activity of inhibitory neurons, partly due
to external noise and independent of the activity of excitatory neurons in
the network [ABT94, AB97, BW01]. This type of inhibition determines the
’computational’ distance of the population activity to the excitability threshold. The parameter λ is a variable non-selective feedback inhibition on all
populations of excitatory neurons. It corresponds to the activation of inhibitory neurons proportional to the level of activation of all populations of
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excitatory neurons in the network. Such non-selective inhibitory retroaction
is made possible due to long-range connection from excitatory neurons onto
inhibitory interneurons. The term η expresses a noise input to each population of excitatory neurons.
Now, as postulated in [LBS12] and other studies, in the absence of synaptic depression the learned memory items are stored in the form of attracting
steady-states of (2) such that the activity of the i-th unit is either xi = 0
(resting state unit) or 1 (fully excited unit). We call these steady-states of the
network the learned patterns. Single cell recordings and local field potentials
report that neurons in the macaque cortex respond to several different stimuli
[RT95, TT01, TFTL06] and that a given stimulus is coded by the activity of
a population of neurons [HKP05, YY92, KHK+ 06]. The coding of stimuli
in the model is then distributed across a pattern of activity of neural populations [QK10, Qui16]. Two different but related stimuli then share some active
neurons populations, whose relation is coded by the overlap in the populations responsive to the stimuli [FNK+ 10, Qui12]. Retrieving memory occurs
when a cue puts the network in a state which belongs to the basin of attraction of the learned pattern. The learning process associated to these patterns
shapes the connectivity matrix (Jij )i,j=1···N through a simplified version of
the learning Hebbian rule introduced in [Tso90] (see [ACKL17] for details),
which we write for P learned patterns as
max
Ji,j
=

P
X

ξip ξjp

(3)

p=1

Here ξip denotes the i-th component of the p-th pattern being learned by the
network.
It appears to be more convenient for our purpose to replace Eq. (2) by the
corresponding equation for the activity variable xi . A simple calculation
shows that the deterministic part of (2) is then replaced by
ẋi =γxi (1 − xi )(−S −1 (xi ) +

N
X

max
Ji,j
s j xj

j=1

−λ

N
X

xj − I)

(4)

j=1

where xi ∈ (0, 1). The r.h.s of (4) formally vanishes whenever xi = 0 or 1.
At least formally, any trajectory of the system (4) with initial point on a face,
an edge or a vertex of the cube [0, 1]N lies entirely in this face, edge or vertex.
In particular the vertices of the cube are steady-states and remark that learned
patterns are precisely located on vertices. Unfortunately the term S −1 (xi ) is
singular at 0 and 1: it diverges at these values. In [ACKL17] this problem
was circumvented by replacing the function S −1 (x) at x = 1/2 by its Taylor
expansion at some arbitrary order. This approximation is mathematically
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justified because the power series converges uniformly on any interval in
(0, 1). When this is done, the new system of ODEs (ordinary differential
equations) is now well-defined on the cube [0, 1]N and the geometry of this
system makes the analysis of the dynamics near and between learned patterns
much simpler.
For our purpose, which is to give a qualitative description of the mechanism by which latching dynamics occurs between learned patterns, a first order approximation of S −1 is good enough. Note that, S −1 (x) ∼ (4x − 2)/γ.
Choosing this approximation in (4), we arrive, after rescaling time with γ
and incorporating −2/γ in the global inhibition term I, to the equation
ẋi =xi (1 − xi )(−µxi +

N
X

max
Ji,j
s j xj

j=1

−λ

N
X

xj − I) + η

(5)

j=1

where now µ = 4/γ. Hence up to a factor 4, µ is the inverse of the unit’s
gain. For the rest of the paper µ instead of γ will be the parameter characterizing the units. The term η represents a noise that can be thought of as a
fluctuation of the firing rate due to random presence or suppression of spikes.
In our simulations, η follows a uniform distribution and we make sure that
the perturbations due to η are positive for firing rates near 0 and negative for
firing rates near 1. Equations (5), (3) and (1) define the model introduced in
[KEAC+ 20] for latching dynamics in neural networks. A comparison of simulations of latching dynamics exhibited by (4) and (5) confirms the relevance
of this approximation/simplification.

2.2

Chains and graphs of learned patterns

We now specify conditions which we put on learned patterns. These conditions have to be simple enough to allow for a mathematical analysis of the
system, yet being able to enlighten a general mechanism for latching dynamics among a set of learned patterns. With this in mind, we assume that the
matrix J max is derived by the application of the learning rule (3) to a collection of learned patterns with only two non zero entries (i.e. two active
populations of neurons), which therefore have the general form
ξ = (0, . . . , 0, 1, . . . , 0, 1, 0, . . . , 0),

(6)

where the two excited units are placed at ranks p < q ≤ N . Now, as
mentioned in the previous section, different patterns corresponding to related
stimuli show some common active units, which we denote as an overlap between these patterns. Let P be a subset of the set formed by these patterns,
which satisfies the following additional two conditions:
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(H1) Any pattern in P has one common (overlapping) excited unit with at
least one other pattern in P;
(H2) any two patterns in P can be connected via a sequence of overlapping
patterns.
Therefore P forms a connected graph. In [KEAC+ 20] it was further assumed
that q = p+1, henceforth reducing the graph to a single chain of overlapping
units ξ 1 → ξ 2 · · · → ξ P where ξ 1 = (1, 1, 0, . . . , 0), . . . , ξ P = (0, . . . , 1, 1).
In this case,


1 1
0 ... 0

.
..
1 2
. .. 
1




.
(7)
J max = 0 . . . . . . . . . 0



. .
.. 1
 ..
2 1
0 ... 0
1 1 N ×N
It was shown in [KEAC+ 20] that noise was sufficient to produce latching dynamics of the system (5)-(1) such that if the initial condition is set close to ξ1 ,
the trajectory “jumps” sequentially from one pattern to the next: ξ 1 → ξ 2 →
· · · . The mechanism for this particular dynamics is recalled in Appendix A.
Depending on parameter values and specifically on µ, the latching dynamics
can continue forward, stop or change direction and go in the reverse order.
Note that, by a simple argument of symmetry in the equations and in the connectivity matrix, starting from ξ P instead of ξ 1 would lead to a sequence in
the reverse order.
Remark 1. The fact that any two consecutive patterns in the sequence
share one active unit was the key ingredient in [KEAC+ 20] to produce sequential dynamics. We call regular activation the switch between two patterns sharing one active unit. It does not however exclude the possibility that
the dynamics ’jumps’ over one pattern (or more) in the sequence.
Remark 2. The last pattern ξ P (or ξ 1 if the dynamics goes in reverse
order), cannot usually be reached because the first and last diagonal elements
in (7) are smaller than the other diagonal elements, which implies that there
is not enough synaptic strength to excite the last unit (or the first one for a
backward sequence).
In the present work we aim at generalizing the results of [KEAC+ 20] Nways branching (N > 2) by relaxing the sequential condition q = p + 1. The
new feature in this case is that branching of several chains can occur (N-ways
branching) at the nodes of the graph at which more than two patterns overlap,
which means that more than two edges, or branches, emanate at these nodes
We call such nodes multiple nodes of the graph. We address the question of
what happens in this case. What are the conditions for latching dynamics
to continue on a branch beyond the branching point and if so, what are the
parameters that determine the selection of a branch over the other? We note
that the number of possible connected graphs P with a given number P of
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patterns increases quickly with P . In Section 3 we shall explore in details
relatively simple situations, but there are arguments to support the idea that
the phenomena we have observed can be generalized to more complicated
graphs. For the rest of this section we discuss some general properties of
these graphs of learned patterns with overlap.
Proposition 1. Given a connected graph P with P learned patterns satisfying (H1-H2), the minimal number of neurons necessary to realize this
network is P + 1 if at least one node has only one connection to another
node and is P otherwise.
Then the connectivity matrix calculated with formula (3) has the following
max
property: the diagonal coefficient Ji,i
is equal to the number d of patterns
in which the unit xi is active. All other coefficients Ji,j have value 1 if there
exist a pattern with active units at places i and j, and 0 otherwise.
Proof. This is a straightforward consequence of formula (3).
Example 1. Consider first the graph in Fig.2, with patterns ξ 1 = (1, 1, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0),
ξ 2 = (0, 1, 1, 0, 0, 0, 0), ξ 3 = (0, 0, 1, 1, 0, 0, 0), ξ 4 = (0, 0, 0, 1, 1, 0, 0),
ξ 5 = (0, 0, 1, 0, 0, 1, 0), ξ 6 = (0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 1, 1). The connectivity matrix in

ξ1

ξ3

ξ4

ξ5

ξ6

ξ2

Figure 2: Example of a graph P connecting 6 learned patterns.
this case is

J max
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0
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0
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0
0

0

0

0
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1

(8)

Example 2. We now impose a connection between ξ 4 and ξ 6 in Fig.2. Then
six units are enough to realize the graph P, with patterns ξ 1 = (1, 1, 0, 0, 0, 0),
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ξ 2 = (0, 1, 1, 0, 0, 0), ξ 3 = (0, 0, 1, 1, 0, 0), ξ 4 = (0, 0, 0, 1, 1, 0), ξ 5 =
(0, 0, 1, 0, 0, 1), ξ 6 = (0, 0, 0, 0, 1, 1). The connectivity matrix reads


1 1 0 0 0 0
1 2 1 0 0 0


0 1 3 1 0 1

(9)
J max = 
0 0 1 2 1 0


0 0 0 1 2 1
0 0 1 0 1 2
Note that, all diagonal coefficients have values ≥ 2 except the first one. This
is because now ξ 4 and ξ 6 have an overlap, which results in a closed chain
ξ 2 → ξ 3 → ξ 4 → ξ 6 → ξ 5 → ξ 2 . We call loop a chain which closes on
itself.

2.3

The extended equations

The dynamics in the case of a single chain has been analyzed in details in
[KEAC+ 20]. We expect similar behavior for a loop (a chain closing back to
itself), with a possibility that the latching dynamics be cycling in this case.
If now a multiple node is encountered in the chain, one can intuitively
expect that the dynamics will continue along one or another of the branches
following that node, with equal chances for the choice of the branch. Indeed
in the equations as well as in the connectivity matrix J max , no preference
exists for one branch rather than another. This expectation is confirmed by
numerical simulations unless some inhomogeneity is introduced in the parameters or in the coefficients of J max . This will be shown in Section 3, on
two specific graphs extending examples 1 and 2 for a system with 10 units.
We note here that according to the learning rule, the diagonal coefficient
of J max at a unit is proportional to the number of branches to the node that
contains this unit. As a consequence, whenever this unit is excited it will
remain so forever despite synaptic depression, hence prohibiting latching dynamics to continue beyond the nodes which have this unit excited. Note that
this phenomenon would not be observed in example 1 (Fig. 2). Indeed the
nodes ξ 4 and ξ 6 (at which the third unit has relaxed to 0) cannot be reached
anyway because these nodes end their respective chains (see remark in the
previous section).
Neurophysiological studies bring precious information on the possibility
for short-range inhibitory loops between excitatory neurons and inhibitory
interneurons [TLR16, YFP+ 11]. Such biologically relevant connectivity allows for selective self-inhibition of excitatory neurons proportional to their
level of excitation in computational models [DPT+ 16, LBH+ 21, VBS11].
This mechanism allows to circumvent the obstacle of too strong self excitation of excitatory populations, by counterbalancing the higher excitability of
a unit k in (10) by a specific inhibitory term −ν k x(k) on this unit. Here νk
is roughly proportional to the number of afferent connections to excited units
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that contribute to the activity of the inhibitory population k. Such selective
self-inhibition is proportional to the excitation fed by the recurrent excitatory connections. More specifically we modify equation (5) by adding local
self-inhibitory terms νi xi :
ẋi =xi (1 − xi )(−µxi +

N
X

max
Ji,j
s j xj

j=1

−λ

N
X

xj − νi xi − I) + η

(10)

j=1

The coefficient νi has been chosen equal to λ(di − 2) where di is the number
of patterns sharing unit i if di ≥ 2 and 0 otherwise.

3

Results

Computational modeling studies of priming in biologically inspired neural
networks have shown that retrospective activity of a stimulus is possible for
high values of synaptic efficacy between neurons that respond to this stimulus, which is coded in the model by the self excitation of the neurons population coding for the stimulus [AB97, ABY03]. Models further indicate that
prospective activity of a stimulus predicted but not actually encoded is possible before it is presented for high values of synaptic efficacy between the
populations of neurons coding for the two stimuli [Bru96, MAB03, LBS12,
LS14]. Here we investigate how retrospective activity of a stimulus can generate the prospective activity of a given predicted stimulus selected among
several possible predictions. We further investigate to what extent, at the
current branching state, the branch taken by the network can be modified by
modulating neuronal gain for a fixed connectivity matrix.

3.1 Latching dynamics in systems with multiple branches,
case study
We consider two examples of networks with N = 10 units satisfying conditions H1 and H2 and with activities and synaptic dynamics si driven by
Equations (10) and (1).
In the first case, the system encodes 9 patterns ξ 1 to ξ 9 , which from now
on, for the sake of clarity, we label with capital letters A, B, ..., I. These
patterns are connected like in Fig. 3a. Any two consecutive units encode a
pattern. Patterns ABC form the initial segment of the graph, patterns DEF
and GHI form respectively the branches named Br-1 and Br-2. The connectivity matrix J max is built according to Proposition 1. Note that the three
patterns C, D and G share the active unit x4 . Therefore the coefficient
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Figure 3: A system with a 3-ways branching. a Each numbered circle represents a
unit. Two consecutive units encode a pattern. The excited unit 4 is shared by the
three patterns C, D and G. When the system starts from pattern A in panel a it can
follow either ‘Br-1’ (sequence takes the Br-1 direction) b or ‘Br-2’ (sequence takes
the Br-2 direction) c. Parameters: τr = 300, ρ = 1.2, λ = 0.60, µ = 0.40, η =
0.04. Unit colour codes in a are respected in b, c.
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max
J4,4
= 3 in the connectivity matrix. Therefore in (10) the coefficient of
local self-inhibition ν4 = 1 while νi = 0 if i 6= 4.
When (10) is initiated from the first pattern ξ 1 , according to [KEAC+ 20]
the system follows the initial segment A → B → C. Then the value of
ν4 counterbalances the over excitation of unit x4 , which allows the system
to continue along either branch Br-1 or Br-2. Figures 3b and 3c demonstrate the system taking regular forward sequences along Br-1 or Br-2, respectively. We also observe that after deactivation of x6 in Fig. 3b and x9
in Fig. 3c, irregular activations of encoded patterns proceed. Notice that
neither the connectivity matrix nor the individual parameters imposes any
preference between Br-1 and Br-2. Thus, we can expect equal probabilities
for choosing one of these branches, in other words, an irregular behavior
alternating randomly between the two branches. In order to investigate the
persistence of this irregular behavior across parameter variations, we consider the parameter sets for which the system has a tendency to follow at least
four patterns regularly, i.e. η = 0.04, µ ∈ {0.30, 0.35, 0.40, 0.45, 0.5}, λ ∈
{0.55, 0.6, 0.65}, τr ∈ {300, 900}, ρ = {1.2, 2.4}, (see [KEAC+ 20] for details). We realized 800 simulations for each combinations.
Figure 4a-d summarises the probability of the different possible behaviors over all realisations, that is, the system can (or cannot) follow a forward
regular sequence until the 3-ways branching at the unit 4 where it can stop,
go back (called ‘0’ state) or continue along Br-1 or Br-2. Having a high
probability at ‘0’ indicates the tendency of executing short sequences, which
depends on λ, ρ, and τr . Chain length is longer for strong inhibition, e.g.
λ = 0.65, for (ρ, τr ) = (1.2, 900), but shorter for other combinations of
(ρ, τr ). For a sequence that crosses pattern C, the mean of the probability of
choosing Br-1 and Br-2 are almost equal. In other words, the system has an
equal probability of choice between Br-1 and Br-2. We note that in this case
the choice is independent of µ (results not shown).
In our second case, the system has again N = 10 units which now encode
10 patterns ABCDEF GHIJ (Fig. 5a). The additional pattern J is encoded
by x4 and x10 , so that the sequence GHIJ forms a cycle. Now x4 is the
4-ways branching point of the graph and participates in encoding patterns
C, D, G and J. Thus, x4 receives four excitatory inputs while the other
intermediate units of the graph receive two. Taking the local self-inhibition
parameter ν4 = 2 balances the over excitation on x4 .
In this configuration, a regular sequence initialized from pattern A can
take three different forward direction at x4 : either moving along Br-1 (Fig.
5b), or entering the cycle in the forward direction by activating the pattern G
(Cyc-f) (Fig. 5c), or entering the cycle in the backward direction by activating the pattern J (Cyc-b) (Fig. 5d). For Br-1 the system eventually stops its
regular sequence at pattern E, then persuades an irregular activation of encoded patterns. On the other hand, if the system takes the cycle either in the
forward or the backward directions, it can complete the cycle and reactivate
x4 at which it would again have three different options. For instance, in Fig.
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Figure 4: Probabilities of possible behaviors in the 3-ways branching system Fig.
3. a-d Error-bar plot of the probabilities of possible behaviors when the system
starts from pattern A in Fig. 3a. The x-axis shows possible behaviours: ‘0’ (sequence is either shorter than ABC, stopped at C, or takes the backward direction
at C), ‘Br-1’ (sequence takes the Br-1 direction) and ‘Br-2’ (sequence takes the
Br-2 direction). The y-axis shows the probability of each possible behaviour averaged over all realisations. Synaptic time constant equals to τr = 300 on panels a
and c, and τr = 900 on panels c and d. a, b Probability of possible behaviours for
ρ = 1.2. c, d Probability of possible behaviours for ρ = 2.4.
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Figure 5: A system with a 4-ways branching point and a cycle. a Each numbered
circle represents a unit (xi ). Two consecutive units encode a pattern. The unit 4 is
a 4-ways branching point. When the system starts from pattern A in panel a it can
follow ‘Br-1’ (sequence takes the Br-1 direction) b, Cyc-f’ (sequence takes the forward cycle direction) c, or ‘Cyc-b’ (sequence takes the backward cycle direction)
d. Parameters: τr = 300, ρ = 1.2, λ = 0.60, µ = 0.40, η = 0.04. Unit colour
codes in a are respected in b,c.
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5c, the system takes Cyc-f, completes the cycle along GIHJ, then follows
Br-1. In Fig. 5d, the system takes Cyc-b, completes the cycle along JHIG,
then follows the initial segment in backward direction. Once again, neither
the system parameters nor the connectivity matrix imposes any preference in
these choices. Choices are random and driven by noise. Therefore, we can
expect a random behaviour with equal probability of taking any of Br-1, Cycf or Cyc-b if the system has a tendency to move on at x4 . Similar to our first
case, the system can fail to move on when it reaches pattern C, so it can stop,
or it can go backwards, or it can even fail to complete the initial segment.
Since the system has more choices, we realised 1000 simulations for each
parameter combinations. Figure 6a-d summarises possible behaviours over
all realisations. Among the sequences that crosses the pattern C (‘0’ for the
others), the system choices triggered by noise alone do not experience any
preference among Br-1, Cyc-f or Cyc-b. As in the case of 3-nodes branching,
the choice probability is independent of µ (results not shown).

3.2

Preference in a heterogeneous system

In the previous section, we have shown that the choice of predictions in a
homogeneous and excitation/inhibition balanced system driven by noise is
neutral, i.e. without any preference between branches. However, this neutrality can be biased by either a connectivity matrix that privileges a certain
direction or the slope of the activation function µ that determines the sensitivity to excitation of the populations.
We then investigated the impact of heterogeneity in the system with a
3-ways branching point given in Fig. 4. As Fig. 7 shows, the system is
neutral with the Hebbian-ruled (3) connectivity matrix and equal values of
µ = 0.4 for all units. When the units along Br-2 (units x8 , x9 and x10 ), have
a different µ value, µBr2 , the system takes more frequently the branch with
lower µ values. In Fig. 7a,c this tendency is towards Br-2 for µBr2 = 0.30,
whereas it is towards Br-1 in Fig. 7b,d for µBr2 = 0.50 (in both cases
µBr1 = 0.40). This is intuitive because for an inactive unit the (−µxi )
term in (10) acts like an inertia term (inverse of gain), and the unit should
overcome this self-inertia to be activated.
The tendency towards the low-inertia branch (higher gain) can be tuned
up or down by modifications of either the connectivity matrix or the neuronal
gain γ = 4/µ. If, for instance, x8 with µBr2 = 0.3 receives stronger excimax
tation from x4 (J8,4
= 1.05), the probability of choosing Br-2 increases
(square in Fig. 7a,c); whereas it decreases if x8 receives less excitation,
max
(J8,4
= 0.95, diamond in Fig. 7a,c). Figure 7e,f shows the impact of µ in
a system where one of the branches is privileged by the connectivity matrix.
Decreasing µBr2 on the “synaptically unprivilege” branch can increase its
chance to be chosen, whereas increasing µBr2 reinforce the contrast between
two branches. Interestingly, increasing µBr2 along the privileged branch
pushes the system towards the less excited branch. These results also in-
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Figure 6: Probabilities of possible behaviours in the 4-ways branching system Fig.
5. a-d Error-bar plot of the probabilities of possible behaviours when the system
starts from pattern A in Fig. 5a. The x-axis shows possible behaviours: ‘0’ (sequence is either shorter than ABC, stopped at C, or takes a backward direction at
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dicate that a preference for a branch introduced by the connectivity matrix
can be tuned by adjusting neuronal gain γ = 4/µ. Finally, the system does
not execute a sequence along Br-2 for µBr2 ≥ λ (see App. A.1), which is a
necessary condition for a transition from a unit i to i + 1. This condition is
satisfied by x4 since µ < λ, but not by x5 if µBr2 ≥ λ.

4
4.1

Discussion
Effect of slow synaptic depression on Criticality

The results which have been presented in this report can be interpreted within
the framework of the general concept of criticality and emerging phenomena.
This concept originates from the study of complex systems in physical science and has shown to be insightful in neurosciences as well [Chi10]. There
is indeed experimental evidence that the brain capability of interaction and
adaptation with its environment, of decision making and cognitive functions,
relies strongly on its ability to put itself in a near critical state [CGZB17].
Criticality refers here to the fact that the activity is neither trapped into an
attractor state, like an equilibrium, out of which only very strong fluctuations
would be able to drive the brain into another state, nor does it permanently
evolve in a disordered manner, in which the dynamics would be driven by
random fluctuations with no definite scale. These types of behavior depend
on the parameters in the system and define regions in parameter space which
are separated by an - in general - narrow region, in which the system exhibits
transiently ordered states. These states, being not disordered, convey information which is expected to correspond to tasks operated by the brain. The
present study has highlighted critical effects of synaptic and neuronal parameters of the network behavior such as feedback inhibition [MRL18], Hebbian learning of synaptic efficacy [BL98, MPC09] and activity-dependent
synaptic depression [LH06]. Overall the network exhibits a self-organizing
behavior combining several levels of criticality depending on these network
parameters.
One question that arises when considering criticality is how does the
brain proceed to be finely tuned so that it puts itself in a near critical state?
Our previous work [KEAC+ 20] highlighted the effect, seemingly not considered before, of the mechanism of slow synaptic depression combined with
multistability. Initially the present network possesses a number P of stable
steady-states, the learned states, which are associated with the connectivity matrix of synaptic strengths through a Hebbian learning process. Each
learned state possesses a basin of attraction, that is, a domain surrounding it
such that any trajectory starting in that domain converges asymptotically to
it as time increases. This domain may be initially large and therefore the system is “far” from criticality. As time elapses, the synaptic efficacy of active
neurons decreases up to the point at which the learned state becomes unstable
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Figure 7: Impact of heterogeneity on choice probability in a system with a 3-ways
branching point given in Fig. 4 with (ρ, τr ) = (1.2, 300), λ = 0.55 on panels a,
b and λ = 0.60 on panels c, d. Crosses for homogeneous network with µ = 0.4.
Two different gain values are considered for the units along Br-2 (units 8, 9 and
10): µBr2 = 0.3 (a, c) and µBr2 = 0.5 (b, d). Dots for the homogeneous synaptic
max = 0.95), and
gains, diamonds for weaker excitation from unit 4 to unit 8 (J8,4
max
squares for stronger excitation from unit 4 to unit 8 (J8,4 = 1.05). Difference
in probability of choosing Br-1 and Br-2, pBr1 − pBr2 , as a function of µBr2 for
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max = 0.95 on panel e and for J max =
J8,4
1.05 on panel f.
8,4

or very weakly stable. Then the system reaches criticality. Under relatively
small fluctuations it moves away and through a process which was explained
in [KEAC+ 20], it converges towards another learned state which shares an
active unit (neuron) with the previous one. This process can repeat itself to
form a sequence of jumps between the learned states (latching dynamics).

4.2

Effect of inhibition

Two types of inhibition are included in our model: global (non-selective)
inhibition and local (selective) inhibition.
Our previous study [KEAC+ 20] underlined that the global inhibition being in a suitable range increases the probability of long sequences. Indeed,
this role is preserved in our extended model (Fig. 4, 6, 12). Yet, in our extended model the local inhibition is determinant for the regular chain length.
In other words, if the excitation/inhibition balance is maintained by the local
circuit, then predictions are guaranteed.
The local inhibition should be in an optimal range for the system to make
a choice between several options (see App. A.3 and Fig. 12). Within this
optimal range, the N-ways units can be deactivated by STD while keeping a
window for exciting the associated units. Outside of it, either self excitation
or self inhibition overcomes. In the former case, the system gets stuck at
the most excited unit. In the latter, the system cannot maintain the patterns
that the most excited unit involves. At the limit, the system is restricted
to a sequence without the most excited unit. This mathematically intuitive
mechanism can be physiologically plausible. Local inhibitory circuits have
been reported to maintain the excitation/inhibition balance [TLR16] and their
failure can cause pathological conditions [YFP+ 11].

4.3

Effect of synaptic efficacy on prediction

In the present work, we considered the general case when a branching state
can share an active unit with several other states orienting towards different branches. The chosen branch correspond to the prediction of a sequence
of stimuli likely to occur in the environment. However, complex environments involve sequences of stimuli that occur with different frequencies.
The present model shows that learning of sequences of different frequencies
leads to a probabilistic choice of the system to move towards one or the other
branch. Then, although prediction is useful to improve stimulus processing,
it is prone to errors due to uncertainty in which sequence of stimuli will actually occur. The branch taken by the network can be a right or wrong prediction depending on the sequence of stimuli that actually occurs. To improve
prediction success, the model is able to activate branches with probabilities
that highly rely on the values of synaptic efficacy between the branching node
and each branch. When two sequences of variable probability are embedded
in the connectivity matrix, as expected the network takes more frequently the
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branch that is the most strongly connected to the branching node. As a consequence, the network is able to select branches in proportion to the probability
of the corresponding sequences: when the two branches have different probabilities, the model exhibits the lowest variability of choice by exploring more
the more probable branch (Fig. 7a-d; rhombus vs. squares) and when the two
branches have the same probability, the model exhibits the highest variability
of choice by exploring the two branches with closer probability (Fig. 7a-d;
crosses). In the example of the leopard, the issues after catching a prey, e.g.
eating quietly or being disturbed, can have different probabilities. Learning
hence leads to different values of synaptic efficacy between the branching
node (the context of hunting for a prey) and each branch (the predictions
of eating quietly or being disturbed). Stable learning of synaptic efficacy is
beneficial to prediction in a stable environment, but it has limitations in environments that alternate between different local environments in space and/or
time. In that case the difference in probability of the possible sequences of
stimuli can be reversed. For example the passage of a group of scavengers
through the leopard’s territory transiently alters the likelihood of being disturbed during feeding compared to eating quietly. Alternation between local
environments with reversed differences in probability confront the system to
the problem of adapting quickly its predictions to new probabilities. Change
in predictions could rely on rapid relearning and modification of the connectivity matrix. However, learning of the new probabilities would require a
substantial amount of trial sequences in the environment and hence of predictions errors. In addition, the worst part of relearning is that it would lead to
the forgetting of the probabilities involved in the previous environment, thus
forcing a subsequent re-learning. The question is then how to change predictions transiently without forgetting, that is without modifications of the
connectivity matrix?

4.4

Effect of neuronal gain on changes in prediction

The present study has investigated the effects of neuronal gain γ = 4/µ on
the probability to take a branch or another, that is to predict one sequence of
stimuli or another. Interestingly, results show that neuronal gain can alter the
probability to select one or the other branch for a fixed matrix of synaptic
efficacy.
The first case corresponds to the selective modulation of the gain of neurons coding states in one of the two branches (Fig. 7e-f). As expected, results
show that the probability that the system takes a branch increases with the
gain in this branch. This happens even though the strength of its connection
to the branching node is stronger than the other branch (Fig. 7e). What was
not expected is that modulation of the gain in the branch least associated with
the branching node leads to an inversion of the respective probabilities of selecting the two branches, the less associated branch becoming more probable
when the gain selectively increase in this branch (Fig. 7f).
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The second case corresponds to the unselective modulation of the gain of
all populations of neurons in the network, that is in the same way in the two
branches. This case was studied because predictions of the effect of global
changes in neuronal gain on all populations of neurons were not straightforward (see Fig. 8a-b). Interestingly, such unselective changes also lead to
changes in the relative probability to select one or the other branch. As a
consequence, unselective gain modulation can switch the network behavior
between two strategies: a high difference in the probability of choosing the
two possible branches and a low difference where the two branches are chosen more equally. The higher the gain the lower the contrast in the prediction
of the two possible sequences, the lower the gain the higher the difference
between the prediction of the two possible sequences (Fig. 8c).
The effects of gain modulation can change the probability with which
the network generates different predictions on possible outcomes. The system can have either a regular behavior by generating more frequently the
most probable sequence, or an irregular behavior by generating several sequences that have close frequencies. The exploration of different behaviors
depends on the uncertainty about their issues [GU19, Ger19, DSTG20] and
the variability of choices increases with the variability of rewards [BT93].
Considering that good choices bring rewards while bad choices do not, the
maximization of rewards then requires the model to optimize the probability
to take each branch according to rewards or errors given the actual sequences
of stimuli. Changes in the local environment would then lead to changes in
the probability of occurrence of the sequences of stimuli and changes in the
ratio of rewards and errors. Experimental data on the link between precision of inferences and gain modulation [VWSM+ 18] [TSL08] [GU19] suggest that changes in reward and prediction errors could modulate neuronal
gain. Variations of neuronal gain are considered as depending on dopamine
involved in reinforcement learning and decision making by reporting the precision of inferences [FDF15, FSF+ 12]. The behavior of the present model
shows that changes in neuronal gain lead to changes in the prediction strategy
in alternating local environments:
• In the first place, a predictable local environment E1 would include a
sequence of stimuli St1 being more probable than the other St2 (e.g.
P (St1 ) = 0.70 vs. P (St2 ) = 0.30; Fig. 8c, case 1). In that case the
system should predict the corresponding branch more frequently if not
always (e.g. P (Br-1) = 0.80 vs. P (Br-2) = 0.20 for a 0.6 difference in probability for a low value of gain γ = 4/µ (high value of µ,
Fig. 8a). The present study shows that the difference in prediction of
the two branches depends on different parameters, including synaptic
efficacy. For these values of probability of the sequences and of the
branches predicted, the prediction strategy of high difference between
predictions would bring more successes (62%) than errors (38%). A
low neuronal gain would keep the system in this regular behavior of
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max = 0.95
Figure 8: Effect of unselective changes of µ of all populations, for J8,4
max = 1.05 in panel b for (ρ, τ ) = (1.2, 300). c Gain modulain panel a and J8,4
r
tion of the network behavior: the network can generate the two predictions with
a high difference in probability (low gain) or a low difference in probability (high
gain). This mechanisms allows for the minimization of prediction errors for a fixed
connectivity matrix (see discussion).
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predicting more frequently the more frequent sequence St1 and maximize reward.
• Thereafter, a shift to another local environment E2 can lead to a reversal of the probabilities of the two sequences (e.g. P (St1 ) = 0.30 vs.
P (St2 ) = 0.70; Fig. 8c, case 2). In this new environment, the preceding prediction strategy would increase errors (62%) at the expense of
successes (38%). In that situation of increased errors, an increase of
neuronal gain would shift the system behavior to become more regular and activate the predicted branches more equally (e.g. P (Br-1) =
0.60 vs. P (Br-2) = 0.40 for a 0.2 difference in the probability when
the gain γ = 4/µ is high (low value of µ, Fig. 8a). For these values
of probability of the sequences and of the branches predicted, the prediction strategy of low difference between predictions would increase
successes (46%) and decrease errors (52%).
• A shift back to the initial environment E1 (e.g. P (St1 ) = 0.70 vs.
P (St2 ) = 0.30) for similar probabilities of prediction of the two branches
(e.g. P (Br-1) = 0.60 vs. P (Br − 2) = 0.40) would lead to an increase
of successes (54%) and a decrease of errors (46%). In that situation of
increased reward, a decrease of neuronal gain would change the system
behavior to become less regular and predict more the more probable
sequence. The values of probability of the branches activated would
come back to the initial values in the environment E1 (e.g. P (Br-1) =
0.80 vs. P (Br-2) = 0.20).
To summarize, dynamic changes in gain modulation make possible changes
in the prediction strategy to minimize the costs of prediction errors in alternating local environments. The modulation of the gain allows to quickly
adapt prediction strategy without forgetting by avoiding modifications of the
synaptic efficiencies. In the example of the leopard with issues of different probabilities after catching a prey (e.g. eating quietly or being disturbed),
predictions can adapt to rapid changes in the local environment through rapid
modulation of the gain by rewards and errors.
However, we note that if the probabilities of the sequences are reversed
between the two environments, the probabilities of the branches activated by
the network should also be reversed. Here the modulation of the gain allows
the network to shift between a high difference and a low difference between
the branches activated. The resulting shift in strategy allows to minimize
errors reward in transiently shifting environments, but not as efficiently in
the environment with the difference in probability opposite to the difference
in synaptic efficacy (e.g. E2) than in the environment with the difference in
probability similar to the difference in synaptic efficacy (e.g. E1). If a new
environment (e.g. E2) becomes stable for a longer time then the reversal
of the probabilities of the branches activated would be made more durable
through synaptic learning.
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4.5

Conclusion

The model presented here shows how the combination of neural and synaptic parameters critically determine the choice of branches to predict learned
sequences of stimuli. For a fixed learned matrix of synaptic efficacies, the
difference in probability to activate a branch or the other can be reversed or
decreased by modulation of neuronal gain at, respectively, the branch or network level. The ability to alternate between two prediction strategies is in accordance with priming strategies reported in human, with stronger activation
when the environment is made of predictable words and weaker activation
when the environment is less predictable [Nee91, LHK13, DBMLK17]. In
other words, when predictions are successful in a predictable environment,
the system continues to predict more strongly the more probable sequence,
but when predictions fail in a less predictable environment, the system predicts less strongly the more probable sequence to “try” other sequences. The
change in strategy would be triggered by the predictability of the local environment, which could rely on a reward-dependent dopaminergic coding of
the precision of inferences in terms of prediction successes or errors. The
present model identifies relations between changes in the probability of sequences in the environment and changes in the probability of the branches
activated as predictions. This provide a framework for modeling and experimental approaches investigating the effects of rewards and errors of prediction on gain modulation and prediction strategies.
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A
A.1

The latching dynamics
Sketch of the analysis in [KEAC+ 20]

i
A sequence of N − 1 learned patterns ξ i = (ξ1i . . . , ξN
) was considered in
k
= 1 and the other coordinates are
a network of N units, where ξik = ξi+1
0. These patterns sit on vertices of the hypercube [0, 1]N and the trajectories
of the activity equations (5) lie within the hypercube. The analysis will be
simplified by the presence of the factor xi (1 − xi ) in (5), which forces the
trajectories starting on one face of the hypercube to lie within that face, whatever the dimension of the face. In particular, the vertices are the steady-states
of (5). The evolution of the system is governed by the activity equations (5)
and the STD is driven by (1). The corresponding connectivity matrix is (7),
according to the learning rule (3). In the following we sketch without proofs
the analysis in [KEAC+ 20].
The first question is about the stability of learned patterns ξ i . This is
determined by the sign of the eigenvalues at ξ i of the Jacobian matrix of the
system (5), which we write σji (j = 1, . . . , N ). These eigenvalues are easily
computed because the edges emanating from ξ i on the hypercube are the
eigendirections. It can be seen that all eigenvalues with j < i or j > i + 1
are negative if the condition 2λ + I > S is satisfied (S = (1 + ρ)−1 < 1
is the value towards which the synaptic strength si decays as time elapses).
The two remaining eigenvalues are

σii = µ + 2λ + I − msi − si+1
i
σi+1
= µ + 2λ + I − si − m0 si+1

(11)

where m = 1 if i = 1, m0 = 1 if i = N − 1, and m = m0 = 2 for all other
values of i.
Without STD the learned patterns ξ i with 1 < i < N − 1 are stable under
the mild condition S < 2λ + I < 3 − µ. When i = 1 or N − 1 the condition
becomes S < 2λ + I < 2 − µ, which is more restrictive. We assumed in
[KEAC+ 20] that I = 0. The results are still valid with I > 0 small enough.
In this study we have set I = 0.
i
If STD is on, si and si+1 decay towards S < 1, so that eventually σii or σi+1
may become positive at finite time. When i = 1, (11) shows that σ11 > σ21 ,
therefore ξ i becomes first unstable and the direction of this instability is x1 .
i
When i > 1, m = m0 in (11), so that σii and σi+1
may become positive
simultaneously. However, thanks to the previous switch ξ i−1 → ξ i , si has
been decaying towards S while si+1 was still close to 1 (xi+1 = 0 at ξ i−1 ).
Hence in any case ξ i is first destabilized along xi .
We claim that “typical” trajectories starting near ξ i will converge towards
ξ i+1 by first decreasing xi towards 0, so that the trajectory converges for
some time towards the intermediate state ξˆi = (0, 1, 0, . . . , 0) (which represents the “overlap” between the learned patterns ξ i and ξ i+1 ), then increasing
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ξ i+1

Figure 9: A typical phase portrait of the flow in the square Fi in the absence of
synaptic depression. Green spots correspond to the learned patterns. Other spots
are unstable steady-states.
xi+2 towards 1, so that ξ i+1 is reached. Noise is an essential ingredient of
this behavior as we will see. The proof of the claim relies on the following properties of the system: (i) the synaptic variables sj are slow compared
to the activity variables xj and can be seen, in the limit of “stationary variables”, as bifurcation parameters for the xj ’s. This is the idea of “dynamic
bifurcation”. These bifurcations drive the dynamics of the activity variables.
(ii) The analysis can be restricted to the flow-invariant 2 dimensional face Fi
on the hypercube, with vertices ξ i , ξˆi and ξ i+1 . In Fi , xi+1 = 1, xj = 0
when j < i or j > i+2 and the coordinates are xi , xi+2 . In these coordinates
ξ i = (1, 0), ξ i+1 = (0, 1) and ξˆi = (0, 0).
Without synaptic plasticity, the learned patterns are stable and the dynamics in Fi looks like Fig. 9. When STD is on, synaptic strengths si of
active neurons diminish slowly, which triggers successive transitions in Fi .
The proof of the claim is provided in [KEAC+ 20] and relies upon slow-fast
dynamical systems theory. Here we only describe the possible scenarios.
The eigenvalue at ξ i along coordinate xi is given in (11) and note that ξˆi
has a double eigenvalue in Fi , given by
i
σ̂ii = σ̂i+2
= −λ + si+1

(12)

Initially, ξ i is stable. Let t(1,0) be the time at which msi (t(1,0) )+si+1 (t(1,0) ) =
µ + 2λ so that σii becomes positive, and let t0,0 be the time at which the initially positive eigenvalue σ̂ii becomes negative. This happens when si+1 (t(0,0) ) =
λ. Depending on the order of these two critical times two scenarios can occur.
Scenario 1: t(1,0) < t(0,0) . A (dynamic) bifurcation of a stable equilibrium
occurs on the edge xi+2 = 0 from the equilibrium (1, 0). This equilibrium
travels towards (0, 0), which is reached at time t(0,0) . A trajectory starting
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at initial time from the vicinity of ξ i = (1, 0) will therefore follow the edge
xi+2 = 0 until it arrives in a neighborhood of ξˆi .
Scenario 2: t(1,0) > t(0,0) , so that an equilibrium bifurcates first from (0, 0)
along the edge xi+2 = 0. The point (1, 0) is still stable but its basin of attraction shrinks. Then sufficient noise may allow the trajectory starting in the
vicinity of (1, 0) to escape its basin of attraction and converge towards ξˆi .
In both scenarios, in order for the trajectory to converge to ξ i+1 , one must
i+1
have σi+2
< 0, which by (11) requires si+1 + m0 si+2 > µ + 2λ. Since si+2
is still close to 1 this condition is easily satisfied, as was seen above, unless
m0 = 1. In this case i = N − 1, which implies that the last pattern of the
chain can hardly be attained by the system.
Additional constraints shared by the two scenarios must be satisfied, notably that ξˆi be stable in the transverse directions to Fi . This gives the condition µ < λ.

A.2

Latching dynamics in the case of N -ways branching

We analyze how the presence of a multiple node in the graph of learned patterns affects the occurrence of latching dynamics. For the sake of clarity
we concentrate on the example associated with the connectivity matrix (8),
where the node ξ 2 has multiplicity 3 (Example 1, Section 2.2). The generalization to higher multiplicity is straightforward.
Now the equations for the neural activity are (10) where the term νi is 0
if i 6= 3 and ν3 = λ. Along chains which do not encounter the branching
“choice” ξ 2 → ξ 3 or ξ 2 → ξ 5 , the latching dynamics analysis proceeds as
sketched in A.1. Indeed the higher excitation at unit 3, which in the factor
of xi (1 − xi ) in (10) reads 3s3 x3 , is compensated by the higher inhibition
−3λx3 . We therefore concentrate on the piece of the graph defined by the
multi node ξ 2 and its adjacent patterns ξ 3 and ξ 5 .
We expect ξ 2 becomes first unstable along its coordinate x2 , converging
towards the intermediate state ξˆ2 = (0, 0, 1, 0, . . . , 0). But then either x4 or
x6 should rise to 1 (transitions ξ 2 → ξ 3 or ξ 2 → ξ 5 . Therefore we need to
consider the cube F3 defined by setting x3 = 1 and xj = 0 for j 6= 2, 4, 6.
In F3 , ξ 2 = (1, 0, 0), ξ 3 = (0, 1, 0), ξ 5 = (0, 0, 1) and ξˆ2 = (0, 0, 0). The
equations in F3 are
x˙2 =x2 (1 − x2 )(−µx2 − λ(x2 + x4 + x6 + 1)
+ 2s2 x2 + s3 )
x˙4 =x4 (1 − x4 )(−µx4 − λ(x2 + x4 + x6 + 1)
+ s3 + 2s4 x4 )
x˙6 =x6 (1 − x6 )(−µx6 − λ(x2 + x4 + x6 + 1)
+ s3 + 2s6 x6 )

(13)

Observe that restricting further the equations to the squares defined by x4 =
0 or x6 = 0 leads to systems completely analogous to those in Fi in A.1, so
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Figure 10: Snapshots of the transition ξ i → ξ i+1 in the square Fi , in the scenarios
1 and 2. Bifurcated equilibria are blue. Red lines mark the boundary of the basin
of attraction of ξ i+1 and dashed circles mark the closest distance for a possible
stochastic jump over it. Scenario 1: (a) ξ i is still stable. (b) Trajectory starting
near ξ i follows the saddle which has dynamically bifurcated on the edge xi+2=0 ,
until it reaches ξˆi . Then arbitrary small noise can suffice to allow trajectory to
jump towards ξ i+1 . (c) ξˆi has become stable by dynamic bifurcation of a saddle
point on the edge xi+2=0 , but trajectory can jump over its basin of attraction by
effect of sufficiently strong noise and then converge to ξ i+1 . Scenario 2: (a) same
as scenario 1. (b) A saddle has bifurcated on the edge xi+2 , so that a trajectory
starting near ξ i can only converge to ξ i+1 by the effect of strong enough noise.
(c) Eventually the trajectory can converge towards ξˆi and the same situation as in
scenario 1 holds.
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that the same analysis applies to both faces. Moreover the transverse eigenvalues to these faces at ξ 3 and ξ 5 are, in the notations of A.1, σ63 = σ45 =
−2λ + s3 < 0. Therefore the dynamics will closely follow one of the faces
and the transitions ξ 2 → ξ 3 and ξ 2 → ξ 5 will occur with equal probability. Fig. 11 illustrates the global dynamics in F3 in a case corresponding to
scenarios 1-(c) or 2-(c) in Fig. 10.
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Figure 11: A sketch of the dynamics in F3 corresponding to Fig. 10, scenario 1-(c)
or scenario 2-(c).

A.3 Relation between the number of excitatory connections
and self-inhibition
Consider that the system is in F3 and (x2 , x4 , x6 ) = (1, 0, 0), which corresponds to ξ 2 . As si variables varies in slow time, the system (13) will undergo
several bifurcations that leading to either ξ 2 → ξˆ2 → ξ 3 or ξ 2 → ξˆ2 → ξ 5
transitions, with equal probabilities. The conditions for the ξ 2 → ξˆ2 → ξ 3
transition can be derived form the eigenvalue expressions:
• Initially stable equilibrium point (x2 , x4 , x6 ) = (1, 0, 0) becomes unstable at t = t3(1,0,0) :
2s2 (t3(1,0,0) ) + s3 (t3(1,0,0) ) = µ + 2λ.
• Initially unstable equilibrium point (x2 , x4 , x6 ) = (0, 0, 0) becomes
stable at t = t3(0,0,0) :
s3 (t3(0,0,0) ) = λ.
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The next transition is ξ 3 → ξˆ3 → ξ 4 in F4 defined by setting x4 = 1 and
xj = 0 for j 6= 3, 5. In F4 the equations of the neural activity are reduced to
x˙3 =x3 (1 − x3 )(−µx3 − λ(x3 + x5 + 1)
− ν3 x3 + 3s3 x3 + s4 )
x˙5 =x5 (1 − x5 )(−µx5 − λ(x3 + x5 + 1)
− ν5 x5 + s4 + s5 x5 )
The conditions for the transition ξ 3 → ξˆ3 → ξ 4 are
• Initially stable equilibrium point (x3 , x5 ) = (1, 0) becomes unstable
at t = t4(1,0) :
3s3 (t4(1,0) ) + s4 (t4(1,0) ) = µ + 2λ + ν3 .
• Initially unstable equilibrium point (x3 , x5 ) = (0, 0) becomes stable
at t = t4(0,0) :
s4 (t4(0,0) ) = λ.
Assume that t3(1,0,0) < t3(0,0,0) and t4(1,0) < t4(0,0) . To have equally distributed pattern durations along a sequence, the si values at the bifurcation
moments should read s2 (t3(1,0,0) ) = s3 (t4(1,0) ) and s3 (t3(1,0,0) ) = s4 (t4(1,0) ).
With this restriction, the following algebraic condition can be deduced:
2s3 (t4(1,0) ) + s4 (t4(1,0) )

=

µ + 2λ,

3s3 (t4(1,0) )

=

µ + 2λ + ν3 ,

+

s4 (t4(1,0) )

that is
s3 (t4(1,0) )

=

ν3 .

More generally, the relation between the number excitatory connections di
and the level of self-inhibition νi is given by:
(di − 2)si (t(1,0) )

= νi ,

with si (t(1,0) ) being the value of si at the moment where a learned pattern
changes stability.
To demonstrate the effect of the local inhibition to forward activation, we
simulated the system of N = 10 (Fig. 4) by changing the ratio between the
local inhibition at the branching point (ν4 = k4 λ) and the global inhibition.
Figure 12 shows the average chain length of a regular as a function of ν4 /λ
for λ = {0.55, 0.60, 0.65}.
The system initialised from pattern A follows a chain of 3 patterns ABC
as unit x4 being the last activated unit. Unit x4 triggers either pattern D (unit
x5 ) or pattern G (unit x8 ) in the forward direction or pattern C (unit x3 ) in the
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Figure 12: Average chain length versus the ratio between local ν4 and global inhibition λ in the system of N = 10 (Fig. 4) for λ = {0.55, 0.60, 0.65} and
τ = 300, ρ = 1.2, µ = 0.40, η = 0.40.
backward direction. Eventually, the latter does not increase the chain length,
but the formers do. However, if the local inhibition is not strong enough,
unit x4 stays active while patterns D and G die out due to the STD of the
connections of units x5 and x8 , respectively. Consequently, the following
patterns cannot be activated. When the ν4 /λ ratio falls into an optimal range,
unit x4 can be deactivated early enough letting a window of excitation for
patterns E and H. Interestingly, the optimal value of ν4 /λ is at 1 for λ =
0.55, then it is shifted leftwards for λ = {0.60, 0.65} while the optimal range
flattens.
We also observe that beyond the optimal range of ν4 /λ, the average chain
length drops stiffly. For λ = 0.55, it stabilises around 3, which means that
unit x4 cannot sustain its activate state long enough for triggering patterns D
and G. As the global inhibition increases, it becomes less and less unlikely
that unit x4 being activated and the chains shrink dramatically.
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